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The Academical Alphabet

A stands for Agnes, whose last name is Heard,
In reciting *L'Allegro* she's surely a bird.

B stands for Brooks, from New York she came,
The way this girl flirts is certainly a shame.

C stands for Cornelia, Miss Lampton see,
She takes neither sugar nor milk in her tea.

D stands for Dyett, Thomas B. D. is the rest,
When it comes to politics he's very hard to guess.

E stands for Eugene, Gordon is the name,
In oratorical contests he makes all his fame.

F stands for Fred Carter, an athlete of note,
He got class at the seashore; yet he's a baseball joke.

G stands for Green, courting is his delight,
He studies in the day and watches the "Moon" at night.

H stands for Hattie and Joseph Hewlett too,
One hails from Charlottesville, the other Kalama (zoo).

I stands for Ivey, the boy who wants a belle,
Of further encomiums Amy G. can tell.

J is for Jimmy, whose other name is Brown,
When he is not on the Hill, in South East he is found.

K stands for the Kogers, L. G. and Azzie B.,
If we judge men by talking they're "there" to a T.

L stands for Lillian, this cute little dame,
Has stolen Jimmy Brown's heart, and soon will his name.

M stands for Mildred—Miss Jones we'll say,
She is a fair belle from Georgia who's come north to stay.

N stands for Nichols, the stealer of hearts,
Being from Chicago, he holds all parts.

O stands for Odel—O! dears's! just as well,
For she's a wee little chicken as many can tell.

P stands for Picou and Powell Johnson too,
The former hasn't any girl, the latter has two.

Q stands for quarrel; I'll swear by the laws,
In every Clark Hall quarrel Miss Jones is the cause.

R stands for Rahming, the man of the hour,
Who never buys Talcum but uses Misse's flour.

S stands for Spurgeon, how strange love will loop,
For coming from Binn's Hall, he has girls in a troop.

T stands for Tancil, Leon if you please,
Whose griefs about his "Frankie," the whole campus sees.

U stands for Uzziah, also bullmooser too.
Cut out the mooser, the rest will do.

V is for Vespers from there on the "line,"
Many an erstwhile sport, has pleaded for time.

W stands for Wyatt whose smiles are the sort,
That makes Cupid's arrows fall thick 'round our hearts.

X stands for an unknown an unfathomable thing,
So into the limelight J. Triscott Tucker bring.

Y stands for you your subscription is not paid,
You'd better send in your money or your paper will be delayed.

Z is the same as X so we find,
To leave out Leslie F. would not be so kind.

Etc. stands for all those I'm forced to neglect,
So three cheers for the ACADEMY HERALD she'll get there yet.

Among Our Graduates

It is not an unknown fact that the graduates of our Academy always make good wherever they go. Hence, it is always a source of pleasure to us to record their whereabouts and attainments. The location of last year's class is as follows:

Mr. C. A. Morgan, Clark College, Arts and Sciences, Worcester, Mass.

Mr. A. T. Coleman, School of Theology, Union University, Richmond, Va.

Mr. N. O. Goodloe, College of Arts and Sciences, Howard University.

Mr. J. F. Winston, College of Arts and Sciences, Howard University.

M. H. I. Wilson, College of Arts and Sciences, Howard University.

Mr. A. R. Milburn, College of Arts and Sciences, Howard University.

Mr. W. T. Grinnage, College of Arts and Sciences, Howard University.

Mr. G. B. Washington, College of Arts and Sciences, Howard University.

Mr. E. M. Brown, College of Arts and Sciences, Howard University.

Mr. G. L. Pendleton, College of Arts and Sciences, Howard University.

Miss Cavassa Satterwhite, College of Arts and Sciences, Howard University.

Miss Mabel Thomas, College of Arts and Sciences, Howard University.

Miss Alice Yancey, College of Arts and Sciences, Howard University.

Others not yet heard from will be published in our next issue.

At St. Elizabeth's Asylum

FOUND
Agnes H's first sweetheart.
Chester W's heart's desire.
Mildred J's lost husband.
Odele's friend from Mobile.

LOST
Mr. Mercurious